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JACKY MOBILE FEED TRAILER

A quality mobile feed-out trailer, designed to 

make the mundane task of feeding livestock 

a much more pleasant task.

Capable of holding a full tonne of feed 

products, these trailers feature new highway 

quality rims and tyres, a safety chain and 

swing away jockey wheel.

These trailers are often fitted with 

a 12V remote hatch actuator which 

allows operation of the discharge 

hatch from the comfort of the seat in 

your vehicle or ATV. The inclusion of 

a remote actuator also helps prevent 

injury to stock, as the trailer can be kept 

mobile as the feed is being dispensed.

JACKY BIN LEG EXTENSION

A simple but effective addition to your 

JACKY Bin, the leg extension Kit allows 

the bin to be lowered to ground level for 

transport and filling, while giving you the 

ability to raise the bin when in storage to 

allow easy and convenient access to the 

product stored inside.

Ideal for dispensing small amounts of feed 

products into buckets.

JACKY 12V REMOTE HATCH ACTUATOR

The JACKY 12V remote hatch actuator 

allows complete control of the discharge 

hatch outlet from a distance, while requiring 

only a 12V power source to operate it.

Ideal for applications such as feed out bins 

or trailers, or filling seeders and planters.

MOBILE FEED 
TRAILER

JACKY BIN ATTACHMENTS

CODE DESCRIPTION

JACKY MOBILE FEED TRAILER
LA1500/8MB JACKY Mobile Feed Trailer - 1200kg capacity.

JBA/8MBSK Spring kit to suit Mobile Feed Trailer.

CODE DESCRIPTION

JACKY BIN ACCESSORIES
JBALE Leg Extension Kit to suit JACKY Bin.

JBA12VRA 12V Remote Hatch Actuator Kit.

R These trailers are often fitted with
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